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AutoCAD is the most popular desktop
CAD program for computer-aided

design. Major new versions of
AutoCAD are released about every

two years. Some updates, however, are
released as patches or minor versions

that modify specific aspects of the
software. The company's mission is to
"Provide software, content, services,

and support for every stage of the
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design and manufacturing process".
The AutoCAD software runs on

Windows and Linux. The software is
sold for a monthly, annual, or multi-

year subscription fee. Individual
product purchases are also available,
but only if purchased from a reseller
or dealer. Annual plans include the
AutoCAD LT suite for 2D drafting

and 2D/3D design, as well as the
AutoCAD WS suite for 2D/3D design,

mechanical engineering, and
information technology. The monthly
plans include either the AutoCAD LT

or AutoCAD WS suite. The annual
plans also include a subscription to
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Autodesk Fusion 360. The desktop
version of AutoCAD LT has three

subscription plans, named Basic, Plus,
and Enterprise, and the Web-based
version of AutoCAD LT has five

subscription plans. In June 2018, the
software was used by more than

60,000 users and had more than 2.5
million subscribers. History AutoCAD
started out as "Humanized Computer

Drafting" (abbreviated as HCD),
which began as a series of Autodesk

Basic sketches on a Tektronix graphics
terminal running on a digital

PDP-11/70 computer. After six
months of refining the program, using
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roughly 2,000 lines of assembly
language, the company released the

first version of the program in
December 1982. Steve Jobs unveiled

the first iteration of AutoCAD at
Apple's 1983 Worldwide Developer

Conference. The first computer
configuration capable of running
AutoCAD was a Tektronix 4010
computer, a 9-inch-wide tabletop

mainframe with four spinning hard
disks, which was operated by a single

person. This 4010 was followed by the
first portable computer that ran

AutoCAD, the Tektronix 4116, which
was followed by the later Tektronix
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4000/2400 series terminals. These
were portable, compact systems with
color graphics that were suitable for

drawing large-scale models on a
drafting table. The 4000/2400 systems,

which were used by industry and by
engineers at NASA, could be
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Importing DXF files, drawing
exchange format CAD XML and

related data files, e.g. DWG and DWF,
Autodesk Design Review (AAR)

NewPEN, newPEN (RAD Studio)
SVG, Scalable Vector Graphics
XREF, text file used to export
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drawings from other CAD programs
CATIA V5 XML, an XML-based

format used to export geometry from
CATIA OBJ, Autodesk 3D Studio, 3D
content exchange file format UPX, an
executable file format based on MESH
used to export geometry from Dassault

Systemes' CATIA and CATIA V5
VDA, Visio Drawing Acceleration

Custom XML, custom XML file that
can be created using one of the DWG

editors DXF Import Custom XML
files, custom XML files that can be

created using one of the DWG editors
DGN CAD XML files, Autodesk
Design Review (AAR) Excel files,
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Autodesk Design Review (AAR)
Design Review (AAR) SHP, SHP,

AAR, geographic information system,
Esri topology data format MIS, MOI,
DraftSight CEC, CEC DXF Import

DWG files, Autodesk Design Review
(AAR) CAD files, Autodesk Design

Review (AAR) Design Review (AAR)
XML, Custom XML, AutoCAD Crack

Mac format CEC Import CEC files,
CEC CBZ Import .3DS, topology data

format, Esri topology data format
Other import SWF, SWF AutoCAD

Crack For Windows 360 3D Autodesk
360 3D Exporting Autodesk 360 3D
Autodesk 360 3D CEC CEC SHP
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CAD XML CAD XML CBZ DXF
DXF DXF CAD XML CAD XML

GML GML FEA FEA MESH MESH
MESH See also CAD (computer-aided

design) Comparison of CAD editors
for AutoCAD Cracked Accounts

Comparison of CAD editors
Comparison of CAD software List of
CAD file formats References External
links AutoCAD Activation Code Tips
and Tricks Category:Computer-aided
design software Category:AutoCAD

Category:Microsoft development
a1d647c40b
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Tools ![Tools
module](../../../res/images/tools.png)

What's New In?

Add the ability to export your graphics
into a specific version of AutoCAD.
Create a PDF or SVG document with
your AutoCAD drawing and design
intent. Export into a separate
document, one that contains any
desired revisions to your drawing.
Support for importing DWF files into
AutoCAD. Convert complex 3D
shapes to 2D geometry with the 3D to
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2D Transform tool. Include external
content in your drawings. Import or
copy from the web and add hyperlinks,
images, video, and other external
content to your drawings. The ability
to manage your status information for
one or more projects. Attach PDFs,
images, or hyperlinks to a drawing,
and manage the upload, import,
editing, and editing of all associated
content. Support for tabbed drawing
and insertion of predefined notes.
Manage tabbed drawing and add notes
to a drawing. And much more. Linear,
Angular, and Taper Angles: New and
enhanced linear and angular
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dimensions. Measure the angles
between two linear dimensions or the
distance from a point to an angle. New
and enhanced tangent dimensions.
Evaluate slope and tangent angle using
two linear dimensions or a linear and
angular dimension. New and enhanced
taper angles. Create tapers to define
tapered surfaces on multiple
dimensions and make extruded
profiles. Improved Linear and Angular
Dimension Templates: New and
enhanced linear and angular dimension
templates. The templates can be saved
as template packs or used as template
sets. One-Click Linear and Angular
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Dimension Creation: Automatically
create linear and angular dimensions
when they are first created. New and
enhanced Extension Styles: New and
enhanced extension styles. Use these
styles to add new dimensions, vertices,
and surfaces. Enhancements to the
existing Extensons styles. New and
enhanced pattern editing: New and
enhanced pattern editing. Use the new
Line Style dialog to create patterns.
Use the existing pattern tools to edit
existing patterns. New and enhanced
text styles: Add text to paths to define
text inside linetype definitions. Create
and edit text styles. New and enhanced
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curved ribbon. New and enhanced
Nested Dimension feature. New and
enhanced dimension snapping. Better
editors and commands: Maintain a
consistent design intent using
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System Requirements:

Tablet Windows Phone Android Mac
OSX Windows 8 and 8.1 Mac OSX
Minimum Requirements: Windows 8
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